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“

Your furniture is as flexible as your service!
- C. McBride, Director of Operations, Ariosa Diagnostics

WET LAB PROJECT
Ariosa Diagnostics, a Roche Company, expanded into a new
lab space in 2016 after growing from 50 non-invasive prenatal
tests per month to 20,000. Their team exclusively uses modular
laboratory furniture made by Formaspace for a cohesive
appearance and future lab flexibility. Why did they choose
Formaspace? Director of Operations, Celeste McBride, stated,
“Your furniture is as flexible as your service!”

CUSTOM BUSINESS

FURNITURE SOLUTIONS
LABORATORY
Modular furniture designed to your
specs that withstands corrosive
chemicals and protects
tomorrow’s technology from
electrostatic discharge.
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OFFICE
Differentiated and authentic
office furniture designed for
collaboration, productivity, and to
inspire the next big thing.
INDUSTRIAL
Durable workstations designed for
safe, efficient, ergonomic
production environments.

ADVANCE THE HUMAN CONDITION
Formaspace advances the spirit of discovery and creation through the
design and manufacture of custom business furniture. Our furniture
marries form to function with flexible solutions for clients in lab, office,
and industrial spaces. Formaspace serves over 80% of the Fortune 500,
as well as universities, governments, small businesses, and individuals.
We strive to create great places to work in everything we do. Our team
is committed to the greater issues of humanity and equanimity and are
devoted to improving the world we work in. We believe in innovation,
design, ergonomics, environmental sustainability, and social
responsibility.

LABORATORY

FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

Work with Formaspace to design a lab that increases spatial efficiency, organization, and productivity.
Formaspace labs feature modular, scalable designs tailored to client workflows. Our team recently
helped save a major tech client $84 million in expansion costs by going vertical with an ESD condo rack,
pictured on the right, maximizing existing lab capacity. Start designing your lab furniture solution with us
today!

OFFICE

FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

S E E M O R E A T
formaspaceoffice.com

Attract and retain talent with the Formaspace Office product line, Weldmarx™. Your office’s
environment impacts the productivity and creativity of your people. Our furniture provides an
ergonomic station for every individual and inspires ingenuity through our signature industrial aesthetic.
Pictured on the left is our private office desk, Weldmarx™ III, along with the Weldmarx™ credenza and
highback organizer. Weldmarx™ I, our modular sit-to-stand office desk is highly customizable with three
different hardwood surface options, five standard laminate options, and can be powder coated with
ten different frame color options. Work with our ID&E team to design an authentic and unique
conference table like the one pictured below on the right.

INDUSTRIAL

FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

Nothing is cookie cutter in manufacturing, packing & shipping, assembly, or material
handling facilities. That is why our custom solutions are regularly chosen over standard
industry items. Formaspace industrial furniture systems are revered for their durability,
ergonomics, integration capability, and customizable functionality. Our team will help you
create a state-of-the-art facility that excels in safety, organization, and productivity.

CUSTOM

FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

If you imagine it, we can build it. From the US Department of Defense to the largest eComm retailer, we’ve
made highly customized furniture solutions for extremely specific needs. On the right is a custom packing station
solution Formaspace designed to increase speed and accuracy of our Fortune 10 client’s fulfillment process.
After analyzing work flow, we delivered a packing station with built-in ergonomic features for multi-shift
operations, organization that de-clutter the warehouse, and created a facility that promotes productivity.

MAKERSPACE
X
What might happen when you give ordinary
people extraordinary tools? Regular people begin
to collaborate, invent, and discover new materials, technologies, and art forms. Whether you’re
building a Fab Lab or an educational facility’s
makerspace, Formaspace offers top of the line
furniture for a wide range of innovative spaces.
Our super-duty makerspace furniture withstands a
wide variety of abuse, from student exploration of
crafts to heavy-duty mechanical tinkering. Our
flexible storage options ensure your space will be
beautifully organized and designed for ultimate
flexibility. Together, let’s build a custom space that
ignites imagination!

FURNITURE
BY MAKERS
FOR MAKERS

FORMASPACE FURNITURE SOLUTIONS
Formaspace specializes in solution engineered furniture for all of your workplace needs. Contact our Design
Consultants when you need furniture solutions for your state-of-the-art facilities.
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